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MESSAGE FROM: Greg Schmidt, CCSUA Chairman, SUP 
Regional Advisor 
 

Hello everyone, 

Some of you may already know that CCU North and CCSUA have merged. Thanks to 

Dimas Resendez and his Board for making the transition as smooth as possible. Among the 

changes will be more observations of umpires, which we have found to be a very effective 

way to convey the correct mechanics and philosophy of the CCA Manual. We will continue 

to provide continuous training to all our Observers so everyone has the most up to date 

information. 

 

Vince Price will be John Bennett’s counterpart in the North. Vince and John will work on 

presentations that will be given in all the CCSUA meetings to ensure every one of our 

umpires receive the same information. 

 

Our Northern Training Staff are: Vince Price, Training Coordinator; Ed Cooper, 

Observer Coordinator; and Martin Vandenburg, Logistics. 

 

Our Southern Training Staff are: John Bennett, Training Coordinator; Tony Cooper, Fall 

Ball Coordinator; and Dave Long, Logistics 

 

All of these people will work directly with Joanne and Terry along with the people in the 

south to help implement the vision and direction the association will move in. We are also 

implementing an Associate Registration. This will enable people who move out of our area 

to gain access to the CSUW locker room for the latest training information.  

 

Remember:  EVERY PITCH, EVERY PLAY, EVERY TIME 

 

Greg Schmidt 

CCSUA Chairman 

NCAA Softball Regional Advisor 

West/Pacific Region 
818-400-9453 
rrbluegreg@verizon.net 

 

http://www.arbitersports.com/
http://www.arbitersports.com/
http://sup.arbitersports.com/Groups/104484/Library/files/NCAA_Approved_Softball_Bat_List.pdf
http://sup.arbitersports.com/Groups/104484/Library/files/NCAA_Approved_Softball_Bat_List.pdf
mailto:rrbluegreg@verizon.net
mailto:rrbluegreg@verizon.net
mailto:bennettjoh@sbcglobal.net
mailto:kelie.sturgis@att.net
mailto:kelie.sturgis@att.net
mailto:bennettjoh@sbcglobal.net
mailto:rrbluegreg@verizon.net
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MESSAGE FROM: SUP National Coordinator Staff 
 

Hello Everyone, 

The post season qualification test will open January 5, 2015 and will close February 13, 

2015. Check the SUP Central Hub web site often for updates. 

 

Remember:  EVERY PITCH, EVERY PLAY, EVERY TIME 

 

Have a great THANKSGIVING! 

 

 
 

Greg Schmidt 
NCAA Softball Regional Advisor 

West/Pacific Region 

818-400-9453 

rrbluegreg@verizon.net 
 

 

IMPORTANT ASSIGNORS and TRAINING STAFF 
INFORMATION! 
 

From the CCSUA Training Staff 
Check out the Locker Room video section.  New videos have been posted.  And we are 

working toward organizing the videos by subject matter, with voice-over when 

appropriate.   

 

Fall Ball update:  We have already completed 6 Fall Ball observation dates.  Thanks to our 

observers and umpires who have participated.  A lot of informative information is being 

given to our new umpires and selected veterans.  Are you working on your game during this 

Non-Championship segment? 

 

CCSUA is starting a new "Associate" status for CCSUA.  We have had requests from 

umpires who have heard about our Locker Room, or have been a member of CCSUA but 

have moved - they want to know how they can access all the training material available on 

the Locker Room.  This Associate status will allow them to do so.  The application is 

posted on the Locker Room.  Please spread the word about this great training site to all 

your umpire friends who are not part of CCSUA.  This training is beneficial to all 

umpires-high school, travel... 

mailto:rrbluegreg@verizon.net
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT CORNER 
 

Luck is where opportunity meets “Preparation.” Are you prepared? 

 

FOCUS AND PREPARTION 
 

We are now in NOVEMBER!!!!! Wow! 

 

Well, if you haven’t started studying, now would be the time to start! Here are two tips to 

help you with studying for the next three months: 

 

 Find officials for a study group and meet to talk about not only the rules, but also 

the case plays in Dee’s Interpretation document that applies to the rules. 

 

 Dig into the rulebook. Start at the definitions and work your way through it chapter 

by chapter each week. Do you know the Section Titles? For example: Section 8 is 

Players and Substitutes. If you know the Section Titles then you will know where to 

go quickly when a coach questions you about a play, if they decide to Protest a 

ruling. How credible and confidante you will look in front of that coach, who is 

questioning your knowledge of a call…… 

 

 Review previous games whether yours or others that you may have DVR’d on 

television and study the umpires movement; signal calling; pitchers feet and 

tendencies of pitches she favors; catcher’s movement or how they are calling a 

game according to if the batter is left or right or the batting order and how many 

outs.  

 

Take the time now to focus and prepare for season, as it’s just around the corner. 

RULES CORNER 
 

First, let me say it was AWESOME to receive so many responses to last month’s rules 

questions! Much KUDOS goes to the following umpires: 

 

Lyle Cabacungan, Joe Campanella, Dan Cowan, Mark Craver, Pete Dufour, Anthony 

Garcia, Katrina Gonzalez, David Florentino,  Herb Huitt, Dan Marksbury, Bob McElroy, 

John Miller, John Park, John Ratliff, Jerry Richard, Jason Robinson, Steve Rodriguez, 

Jeffery Samuels, David Shea, Bill Taraschi, Martin Vandeburg, Ralph Vasquez and Steve 

Wilson.  

 

So here are the answers: 
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1. R3 is on third base and R1 is on first with no outs. B1, with a 1-1 count, hits a fair 

fly ball near the foul line about eight feet on the home plate side of third. As F5 

settles under the ball, R3 bumps F5 causing her to drop the ball. What is the call and 

enforcement of the penalty? 

 

Rule 12.19.2.1.4 Effect –Exception #2. If the interference prevents the 

fielder from catching a routine fly ball, the batter is also out. Therefore 

you have 2-outs. 

 

2. The bases are loaded with no outs. B4 hits a hard smash to F4, whose throw to the 

plate is low and wide to the first-base side of the plate that draws F2 towards that 

way. R3 is safe at the plate, but she accidentally contacts F2, as she is recovering the 

errant throw and attempts to make a play on B1 after her wide turn at first base.  

 

Rule 12.8.7 or 12.19.2.5 Effect-The runner closest to home plate at the 

time of the interference shall be declared out. Since R3 had scored then 

R2 would be the closest to home and called out. 

 

According to how the contact occurs regarding how she slides; where 

the ball is; where the catcher is, keep in mind that you may have a 

simple “Collision” Rule 12.13.3 and no interference. In other words you 

will have to judge this situation at the time of contact regarding using 

this rule. And if you do choose to use it make sure you use the language 

in the Rules Book 

 

“Coach, both the fielder and runner actions are appropriate to 

the play. Therefore, I do not have interference.” 

 

FYI- Do not cite Rule 12.19.2.1.4., if you decide not to call interference, as this rule 

specifically states it is referring to contact by the runner with a fielder who is 

attempting to field a FAIR BATTED BALL or a FOUL BALL that might become 

fair. In the scenario given it is referring to an Errant Thrown Ball. 

This month’s scenarios: 

 

1. The Flex enters the game in the clean-up spot in the batting order for the DP at the start 

of the game dropping the number of active players in the game from 10 to nine. Two 

innings later, the coach wants to return to 10 players by entering a substitute into the clean-

up spot in the batting order but coach does not want the substitute to go into the lineup as 

the Flex. Must the coach re-enter the starting DP into the clean-up spot and then put the 

substitute in for her? 

 

2. With a base runner on first base, the batter bunts the ball in front of home plate. The 

catcher fields the ball and is just about to throw when the plate umpire knocks the ball out 

of the catcher’s hand while pointing to indicate the ball was fair. Is this umpire 

interference?  

 

What’s your call and enforcement penalty for these scenarios? Send me an email at 

kelie.sturgis@att.net with your answer and Rule section cited. 

 

mailto:kelie.sturgis@att.net
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GAME MANAGEMENT CORNER 
 

There is a great article in the November 2014 Referee Magazine titled, “Be Positive When 

You Are Strong.” It is too long to put in this newsletter, but we wanted to provide a couple of 

insert paragraphs that related to good Game Management. 

 

As you accumulate years of experience in the sport or sports that you officiate, it’s not 

uncommon to find yourself in games as the “strongest” official on the crew, which 

means that you should take or prepare to take a leadership role for that game.  

 

Quite often that starts with approaching the game with the right attitude and confidence 

in your ability. Entering the game with a good attitude is so important as the strongest 

official. There are so many good lessons you can teach and share, but that might not 

happen if you find yourself being negative, complaining about the assignment, the 

teams, coaches, facilities and whatever else there is to belittle. Your support of the less 

experience college official goes a long way and that starts with a good attitude. 

 

You should keep the tempo of the game moving, it never hurts to assert the proper 

game management when necessary. In the meantime, promote officiating. Show the 

enthusiasm you have for your officiating and why you’ve been at it for X number of 

years. Hustle, Smile. Have some fun. Communicate and you will notice how all the 

other officials will respond well to a positive, upbeat official. 

 

Knowledge is Power and Experience is the best teacher. 

Happy Thanksgiving to you and your families!  

 

 

PHOTO CORNER 

 

 

C’mon 

Blue!! 


